Making Charcoal with the TLUD Process
Steve Hubing

TLUD is an acronym for “Top Lit U-Draft and works
by filling a metal can, that has been ventilated in the
bottom and fitted with a vented chimney, with wood.
After filling the can with wood it is lit on the top and
the vented chimney is placed on. The wood burns
from the top down leaving behind charcoal.
Pretty much any size metal can, can be used, but
either a 1 gallon paint can or a 5 gallon metal can
(pail) works pretty good.

The TLUD process works by drawing
air in through the bottom of the can
providing air to the wood that is burning from the top down. The wood on
top heats up and produces a flammable wood gas that burns with the help
of the secondary air being supplied at
the top of the can. As the wood gas is
driven off from the wood and burns, it
leaves behind charcoal. The process
continues down through the wood until
all the wood has been turned to charcoal. The process must be stopped at
this point or the charcoal will burn into
ash.

Making the TLUD Charcoal Cooker
To Make a 5 gallon TLUD charcoal cooker you will need the following:

5 gallon metal
pail and cover

4 inch pipe

6 inch to 4
inch reducer

8 inch
starting
collar

8 inch to 6
inch reducer

Sheet metal
screws

Note: The 5 gallon TLUD cooker pictured in other pictures used only a 8 inch to 6 inch reducer and a six inch pipe.

To Make a 1 gallon TLUD charcoal cooker you will need the following:
1 gallon metal
paint can with
lid

4 inch
pipe

6 inch to 4
inch reducer

Drill holes in the bottom of the can/pail. For the 5 gallon pain drill 7/16 inch on a about 1.5 inch
separation pattern. The 1 gallon can bottom would have 12, 1/4 inch holes in it.

Cut a hole in the can’s top (lid) so that you can insert the collar /reducer into it and
bend over the taps to secure the top and collar/reducer together.

For the 5 gallon TLUD, drill 7/16 inch holes in the collar/reducer as pictured
below. The 1 gallon TLUD would use 1/4 inch holes.

What Kind of Wood Should You Use?
For Power (lift and break) use Eastern Red Cedar (ERC)


The best source is ERC pet bedding



ERC wood splits could be used but must be dry



Sources can be Fleet Farm, WallMart, Tractor Supply

For Sparks (stars, comeets, fountains, ect.) use Southern Yellow
Pine (SYP)


The best source is SYC animal bedding pellets or board splits



SYP wood splits could be used but must be dry

Making the TLUD Charcoal
Load the can with the wood you’ll be using.


When using ERC bedding you’ll have to push it down some to
lightly pack it into the can.



When using the SYP pellets, just dump them in.

Note: The can is set up on blocks to allow air flow into the bottom holes.
Note: the piece of aluminum foil under the can. This will help you know
when it’s done.



Using a torch, light the wood on fire.



The ERC shaving light pretty easy.



The SYP pellets light a little harder but they can be lit with the torch.



After the fire gets going good on top, put the pails top on.



Then put the chimney on.

Note, that this 5 gallon TLUD cooker uses only a 8 inch to 6
inch reducer and then a six inch chimney pipe.



When using the ERC pet bedding shavings, it will take only about 15 min to finish
cooking when using the 5 gallon TLUD.



When using the SYP pellets, it will take about 1.5 hours to finish the cooking when
using the 5 gallon TLUD



How do you know when it’s done ??



You will see orange on the tin foil. This means that the wood has burned
to the bottom.



With the ERC shavings you will see some white ash come out of the chimney.



You will no longer see flames through the top vent holes. This means that
there is no more wood gas being produced.



After the wood has finished cooking, take off the top. Notice that there in only charcoal left but it is still burning.



The can must quickly be sealed up, so air (oxygen) can not get into it. If you don’t all
the charcoal will burn up and leave you with just white ash.



I’ve had good luck with using dry wall to sit the pail on and also put a piece on top.
Then weight down with something heavy to seal the can on both the top and bottom.



The charcoal must cool down before you open it back up. This may take 3 or 4 hours
for the ERC shavings or 12 hours for the SYP pellets.



Once the charcoal has cooled down and is no longer warm, but COLD, to the touch it’s
ready for your pyro making enjoyment.



You can expect a yield of around 10% for the ERC shavings and around a 17% yield for the
SYP pellets.



If you’re using wood splits, be sure they are dry and split no bigger than 1/2 inch square.
You will have to experiment to get the size of the splits just right to get a good conversion to
charcoal.

Have fun with your TLUD Charcoal Making
THE END
Credits for information and work on making TLUD charcoal cookers go to many others
to include Ned Gorski (www.fireworking.com) and others on his website who have contributed charcoal cooking information and knowledge. Thanks to all, and suggest joining
Neds site to get more in depth information on charcoal and lots of other pyro stuff.

